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RENDER SELECTOR

The following tables have been designed to help you find the right base-coat for your particular substrate.  
Whilst multiple products can be used on many surfaces, we have suggested the ones that we feel will give 
you optimum results in terms of performance and workability. 

Macrender® COARSE HBS SUPASKIM HI-BUILD DRI-PATCH COARSE FR
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RIGID & POROUS SURFACES

SUBSTRATE MACRENDER® COARSE FR SUPASKIM HI-BUILD

Clay & concrete bricks and 
blocks with flush joints +++ +++ +++ + +

Clay & concrete bricks and 
blocks with raked joints + ++ ++ +++

Hebel Blocks & Power 
Panels + + +++ + +

Sponge finish over brick & 
blockwork + +++

NON-POROUS SURFACES

SUBSTRATE MACRENDER® 
HBS

DRI-PATCH MACPATCH 
COARSE

MACRENDER®  
MAC. COARSE  

HI-BUILD

Glazed brickwork +++ ++ +

Glazed brickwork with raked joints
++ +

Painted masonry surfaces - 
Smooth ++ +++ ++ +

Painted masonry surfaces - 
Smooth ++ +++ +++
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IMPORTANT NOTE: 

Painted masonry surfaces - Rough
+++ + +

EPS Expanded polystyrene base 
sheet +++ +

Concrete panels & formwork ++ +++ +

NON-POROUS SURFACES

SUBSTRATE MACRENDER® 
HBS

DRI-PATCH MACPATCH 
COARSE

MACRENDER®  
MAC. COARSE  

HI-BUILD

FLEXIBLE SURFACES

SUBSTRATA MACRENDER® HBS DRI-PATCH MACPATCH COARSE

EPS Expanded polystyrene base 
sheet +++ +

Fibre-cement sheet constructions ++ +++

AFS wall system +++ ++ +

Rediwall System +++ + +

Kooltherm K-Series +++

+  
Can be used

++  
Recommended

+++ 
Highly recommended

+  
Can be used when mixed 
with Macbond. See 
Macbond data for 
recommended ratios.

Melbourne Acrylic Coatings Victoria Pty Ltd, its staff and distributors will not accept responsibility for any failure caused as a 
result of factors beyond our control including but not limited to onsite handling, preparation or application of this product.  
Application of this product should only be performed by qualified trades people trained in the use of this type of product. 
Information supplied in this publication is based on our testing and experience and is given in good faith.  Suitability of this 
product should be independently determined prior to use. Warranty is limited to the replacement of any materials proven to 
be faulty. MAC will not warrant job defects caused as a result of but not limited to, structural movement or entrapped 
moisture. 
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